Data Stewards: domain-specific research data management support at UniBE

Need help managing your research data? Meet your new first point of contact: the Data Stewards for Medicine, Veterinary Medicine, and Natural Sciences.

Thursday, 19.10.2023 13:00
Dr. Olga Churakova and Dr. Martin Wegmann, Open Science Team, UB Bern

Financing Open Access Gold in STEM at UniBE

What are your financing options if you want to publish your article in Open Access and the journal charges for processing your article (APCs)? We’re happy to tell you.

Thursday, 26.10.2023 13:00
Nives Korrodi and Dr. Andrea Hacker, Open Science Team, UB Bern

Unveiling bias: going beyond study types

Worried about potential bias introduced by your study design and methods? Learn which tools can help you identify sources of bias that can distort your results.

Wednesday, 01.11.2023 13:00
Dr. Zayne Roa Díaz, Research Support Service Team Medicine & Pharmacy, UB Bern

12 steps to a successful systematic review: from research question to evidence

Successful systematic reviews contribute to medical evidence. Learn the 12-step process for systematic reviewing!

Wednesday, 08.11.2023 13:00
Tanya Karrer, Research Support Service Team Medicine & Pharmacy, UB Bern

RefHunter – the database of databases

So much information to search, but where to start? RefHunter has grown from a manual for systematic literature searching into a valuable online resource for bibliographic databases and search interfaces. Learn how to use RefHunter to search for sources in medicine and the health sciences.

Wednesday, 15.11.2023 13:00
Dr. Marc von Gernler, Research Support Service Team Medicine & Pharmacy, UB Bern
Coffee Lectures
Science & Medicine

New and valuable information for scientific researchers in enjoyable 15-minute sessions

Open Access tools
Discover new tools that will help you find relevant open access sources. Find out which OA-journals are right for your articles, what they cost, and how you can pay for APCs.

Tuesday, 21.11.2023 13:00
Julia Wermelinger and Dr. Andrea Hacker, Open Science Team, UB Bern

AI tools to start your literature research
If you have chosen a topic or a key paper, but don’t know how to move forward with your literature searches, there are AI tools that can help.

Wednesday, 29.11.2023 13:00
Tania Rivero, Research Support Service Team Medicine & Pharmacy, UB Bern

BORIS Portal – Research Information at UniBE
Learn about BORIS Portal, an information clearing house that connects you to ongoing research projects, funding sources, collaborators, data, and publications. UniBE’s institutional repository is a one-stop shop for research information.

Thursday, 30.11.2023 13:00
Julia Wermelinger and Sumanghalyah Suntharam, Open Science Team, UB Bern

Make it your own! Personalize your LaTeX thesis with style and class
Learn to use LaTeX class and style files to create a unique look for your thesis. We show you how to start with a standard LaTeX document and customize your layout options, based on practical examples.

Thursday, 07.12.2023 13:00
Dr. Lisa Kattner, Research Support Team Science Library, UB Bern

Chat GPT and literature research: what we have learned so far
Inspired by real-life scenarios, we will show you how we use Chat GPT for literature research and point out potential pitfalls. Learn how best to prepare for your research consultation session with us!

Thursday, 14.12.2023 13:00
Tania Rivero, Research Support Service Team Medicine & Pharmacy, UB Bern
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